Superior performance for superior design

ARCHITECTURAL ZINC

Jarden Zinc’s Standing Seam Panel System
The versatility and durability of zinc makes it an excellent choice as
a material for roofing and facade applications. You can use the
Jarden Zinc Single Lock or Double Lock Standing Seam to create
traditional clean lines up to 35' in length.
Zinc is highly malleable and can be formed into just about any
shape, allowing for incredible freedom in design. In addition to
its natural self-healing properties, zinc can provide decades of
maintenance free protection.
Available in Architectural Series and Presidential Series finishes.
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Single-Lock, Standing Seam Panel System
This traditional single-lock system provides a solid seam profile for
facades and applications using your traditional seaming machine or
hand-produced techniques.
Jarden's low height 1" (25mm) standing seam appeals to designers
looking to present a softer visual with increased straightness. This is
especially true for more complex shapes, or a distinctive "high-tech"
appearance. Our 1.5" (38mm) standing seam offers greater line contrast and shadowing for a more traditional, even historic look.

Contact our sales team for more
information about our company
and products.
Toll-Free:
(800) 251-7506
Phone:
(423) 639-8111
Fax:
(423) 639-3125
Email:
sales@jardenzinc.com
Website:
jardenzinc.com
Address:
Jarden Zinc
P.O. Box 1890
Greeneville, TN 37744-1890

Double-Lock, Standing Seam Panel System
The distinctive vertical lines of the
double lock standing seam are
perfectly paired with the timeless
patina of Jarden zinc. Due to its
durability and malleability, zinc is
a perfect material for flat, curved
or tapered panels.

Specifications
Panel Depth: 1" or 2" (25.4 or 51mm)
Coverage:*
1" depth - 12”–21.75” (304.80–552.45 mm)
2" depth - 12”–18.5” (304.80–469.9 mm)
Maximum Length: 35’ 0” (10.668mm)
Material Thickness: 0.0276” (0.70mm) or 0.031” (0.80mm)
Alloy: Jarden Alloy 710 (EN988/ASTM1179)
Available Finishes: Architectural and Presidential Series
*Jarden Zinc recommends using BreeZemat™ 10 or 20 beneath roofing or
facade panel to ensure proper ventilation.
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A full range of accessories, stainless steel expansion and fixing clips,
ventilation/drainage mat, trims and flashings, pre-notched panels,
engineered shop drawings, plumbing flashings in zinc are available.

